SUGGESTED INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
FOR NEENAH FOUNDRY’S DETECTABLE WARNING PLATES

1.) ASSEMBLE DETECTABLE WARNING PLATES TOGETHER IF MULTIPLE PLATES ARE REQUIRED. SEE ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS.
   FOR BOLTED STYLE PLATES SEE ILLUSTRATION #1.
   FOR HINGED STYLE PLATES SEE ILLUSTRATION #2.

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

BOLTED STYLE PLATES
ILLUSTRATION #1:

- Step 1: Rotate the plates up in the center until the locking lugs can be inserted into the corresponding lock slots. See illustration below.

USING (2) 5/8" – 16 X 1 1/2" STEEL HEX HEAD CAP SCREWS AND NUTS FOR BOLTING (2) PLATES TOGETHER.

HINGED STYLE PLATES
ILLUSTRATION #2:

- Step 2: With the lock lugs inserted into the lock slots, lower the plates back into the horizontal position. See illustration below.

- Step 3: When the plates are in the horizontal position they will be locked together. Additional plates may be added following the same procedures. See illustration below for final assembly.

2.) SLIDE LIFTING WIRES AROUND ASSEMBLY.

3.) POUR CONCRETE RAMP.

4.) LIFT THE ASSEMBLY AND SET IT IN THE WET CONCRETE AT FINAL POSITION.

5.) REMOVE THE LIFTING WIRES.

6.) PRESS THE ASSEMBLY INTO THE WET CONCRETE TO THE FINAL ELEVATION.

7.) FINISH THE CONCRETE AROUND THE ASSEMBLY.

8.) AT ALL TIMES, KEEP WET CONCRETE OFF OF THE DETECTABLE WARNING PLATE SURFACE.